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Abstract
There is a wall with a mediaeval archway and buttresses in the front garden of Glebe
Cottage, Bathampton Lane, Bathampton. The wall is over 2 m high and includes a
turn at the southern end. Beyond, to the north, the line continues as stub wall built on
earlier foundations which separates a portion of garden from the main lawn.
This appears to be part of a mediaeval building, but is not aligned to be a church, and
is most likely for domestic or administrative use.
Geophysical survey of front garden, and also of the neighbouring garden to the west,
has suggested an extent for this structure and also located a circular feature under the
front lawn.
There are both ecclaesiastical and secular contenders for the origin of this structure.
Further research to understand this structure would require excavation.
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Preface
The Mediaeval archway which is the subject of this study resides on Glebe Cottage in
Bathampton. Glebe Cottage is a Grade Two listed property on Bathampton Lane. The
property was listed in 1983. Although the listing does not mention the archway there
is a photo of the archway in the Somerset Archives dated to the same year so it is
possible that the archway was the reason for the listing.
The Bathampton Historic Society published a book in 2016 titled Bathampton Down,
A Hill Divided which referenced a purchase of Glebe Lands in Bathampton by the
Bristol Cathedral. Pictures of the archway were sent to Jon Cannon who is the keeper
of the Fabric for Bristol Cathedral. Jon specialises in medieval church architectures
and he identified the archway as the remains of a significant medieval structure.
The significance of this structure was further confirmed during a survey of Glebe
Cottage which was conducted by the Bathampton Local History Research Group. This
survey was led by Gillian Huggins with support from Ron and Sheila Russell. Mike
Chapman was involved in this survey and he supported the opinion that the archway
was the remains of a larger medieval structure. He has contributed more detail on the
mediaeval village.
It was suggested by the Historic Society that Peter Davenport of Cotswold
Archeology should be invited to look at the archway. His view again supported the
opinion of a large medieval structure. He suggested that the next step should be a
geophysical survey and he recommended contacting the Bath and Counties
Archaeological Society with a view to conducting this survey. The Society agreed to
carry out the survey which is now presented in this report.
The Bath archives suggested contacting Anna Riggs (Archivist at Bath Abbey) as
there was a possibility that the Archway had some connection with the Abbey and the
only medieval records that she was aware of was the ‘Two Chartularies of the Priory
of St Peter at Bath’. This document, records at the Somerset Archives and research
done by Mike Chapman on medieval Bathampton have added possible information on
function and ownership of the archway structure.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Location

An archway and some walling of apparently mediaeval origin is to be found in the
front garden of Glebe Cottage, Bathampton Lane, Bath, ST 773663, and in the front
garden of the neighbouring property to the west. It is approximately 40 m above OD.
Figure 1.1 shows the location.

Figure 1.1

Location map
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1.2

Dates

The survey was undertaken on the 13th and 14th March, 2018.

1.3

Personnel

The survey was undertaken my members of the Bath and Counties Archaeological
Society, Janet Pryke, John Knapper, Terri Bell and Rick Buettner, with enthusiastic
assistance from John Withey, the owner, led by John Oswin.

1.4

The site

The archway is part of a stone structure, of mediaeval date. The property is Grade 2
listed, but the site is not scheduled. Figure 1.2 shows the archway from the east.

Figure 1.2. The mediaeval archway
seen from the east in the garden of
Glebe Cottage. Scale: 2 m ranging pole.

The archway is within a wall, which is strongly buttressed. To the south, the wall
turns a right angle along the footway beyond the boundary of Glebe Cottage for about
7 m. The upper courses may be more recent on that section, but the lower portion
2

appears to be part of the original structure. To the north, the wall continues only just
beyond the buttress before becoming a low stub wall. To the west, the ground
becomes some 0.5 m higher than on the main lawn to the east, before ending close to
the corner of Glebe Cottage itself. Figure 1.3 is an overhead photograph, courtesy of
Google Earth. Figure 1.4 shows the length of building, seen from the east.

Figure 1.3. The site from overhead. The red box shows the extent of the structure. The thick wall
at the south end shows where it is several courses high. Acknowledgements to Google Earth. The
pecked lines show the approximate locations of the profiles.

Figure 1.4. The low stub wall with raised ground beyond can be seen behind the tree on the lawn.
Photo Rick Buettner.
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1.5

The finials

The garden has a couple of finials of mediaeval date, currently just used for
decoration. The first is illustrated below in figure 1.5. This sits at the northern end of
the stub wall. This is the more elaborate of the two. It has trefoil carving on three
sides, and the fourth side is blank, as if connecting to a roof end.
The second finial is shown in figure 1.6 below. This is less elaborate than the first.
It has been suggested that the finials could have topped the buttresses.

Figure 1.5. The more elaborate trefoil. Left, one of the three trefoils can be seen. Right, the blank
side. The second finial can be seen beyond.

Figure 1.6. The second, less elaborate finial.
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1.6

A brief history

Research of records at the Somerset Archive, Two Chartularies of the Priory of St
Peter at Bath and Kirby’s Quest indicate considerable activity in Hampton in the
14thcentury which might support the need for a substantial administrative structure or
residence in Hampton.
There are several references to the Husee family. There was a Hubert Husee who was
Lord of Hampton Manor and was knighted in the 1270s. Hubert had a son James
whose son James (junior) was knighted in about 1351-54. Sir James Husee and his
brother John both lived in Hampton. James Husee is sometimes referred to as Dom so
it is assumed that he has a connection with the Benedictines. There is also a reference
in 1385 to James Husee giving a grant to found a chantry and chaplain in Hampton.
The Chantries document mentions an annuity and livery being awarded to James
Husee of Hampton as a principle council of the priory. There are several mentions of
the lands he holds of the Priory and Convent in Hampton.
The Somerset Archives contains records from the Walker and Button Family and
Estate Papers, Coker Court. These make reference to considerable financial activity of
James Husee of Hampton. He was obviously a man of considerable wealth. There are
mentions of various leases between the period of 1339 through to 1356. The leases of
lands cover areas outside Bathampton including, Marshfield, Batheaston,
Schokerwyke, Comerwelle, Collerne and Inglishcombe. All of these refer to James
Husee of Hampton so it could be assumed that he resided in Bathampton and would
have had a residence of substance. There is reference that in 1348 James was given
permission to install a conduit of water from Cold Spring on Hampton Down “as far
as the house of said James in Hampton”.
There are several references which might suggest that the medieval structure had a
connection with Bath Monastery. In 1308 a Rectory of Bathampton was appropriated
to Bath Monastery. In 1317 a Vicar was appointed to have a competent dwellinghouse. The Bathampton Local History Research Group believes this dwelling house
was built on the site now occupied by The Old Rectory and Glebe Cottage. In 1336
the Vicar was still dwelling outside Bathampton. The Monastery was licensed to
construct a house for the habitation of the Vicar.
.
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2

Method

2.1

Gridding

The garden area being quite small, grids were laid out in 10 m squares and readings
taken at 0.25 m intervals along lines 0.5 m apart (800 readings per full 10 m square),
in order to have good definition of any features.
The grid was started against the fence between the two properties, approximately 4 m
north of the road, where reasonable sight lines could be obtained to both east and
west. From here, the grid was set along the garden fence, just inside the grounds of
Glebe Cottage, and right angles were constructed using 5 m mid points if need be,
both into the front garden of Glebe Cottage and also to the neighbouring front garden.
This produced four squares in Glebe Cottage and two in the neighbouring garden,
none of them complete. The layout and grid numbering is shown in Appendix A.

2.2

Twin Probe Resistance

The primary investigation used twin-probe resistance with 0.5 m probe spacing, done
with the TR/CIA device. As the grass cover continued through the archway, readings
were taken under the arch. The line of the stub wall had to be omitted as it lay directly
on the stonework. However, it means that the line of the stub wall is evident as a
blank on the printout. The area within the structure, parts of grids 1 and 2, were also
repeated using the Geoscan RM15 device with with 1 m probe separation. This
proved somewhat unwieldy in the confined spaces, so only the internal area proved
worthwhile. Note that the TR device downloaded parallel lines of data, while the RM
downloaded data in zig-zag lines.

2.3

Resistivity Profiles

Two profiles were taken in the garden of Glebe Cottage. The first crossed the garden
west-east with zero next to the fence. It crossed along the line of the grid square
boundaries. The second profile was south-north along the line of the fence but 1 m out
from it, starting as close to the mediaeval wall as possible. Three lines of 15.5 m were
concatenated to cover the required length at 0.5 m spacing. It continued a little while
into the flower bed down alongside the end of Glebe Cottage.
32 probes were used with 0.5 m spacing, giving a line length of 15.5 m. The crossgarden profile had a sudden change in height as it went over the edge of the stub wall
of the structure. It then continued to drop gently. The long-fence profile dropped all
the way, gently at first, but with a larger change as it entered the flower bed alongside
the house, Relative heights of probes were measured using a dumpy level and the data
added to the resistance measurements to produce topographic profiles. These were
converted to approximate heights by comparison with LiDAR.
Attempts to use ground-penetrating radar on the driveway of the neighbouring garden
did not produce any extra data.
6

3

Results

3.1

Twin Probe Resistance

The full twin-probe resistance survey using 0.5 m probe separation is shown below in
figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Twin-probe resistance survey, 0.5 m probe separation, The portion of the plot to the
left is in the neighbouring garden.

The interior of the structure as evident on the ground shows as higher resistance than
the lawn to the east. However, there seems to be some differential within there. Just
above the stub wall, consistently high readings are obtained, whereas readings seem to
be more variable down its length, as if separate footings occurred. The three metre
gap to the west results from the fence and shrubbery borders in the neighbouring
garden, so it is not possible to detect any return wall here that might be expected.
There does seem to be a wing of building protruding into the neighbouring lawn, so
that for a three metre length, there does seem to be a west wing to the structure. If the
structure was two stories it is possible that this wing could have been a stairway. It
was common in rectangular medieval structures to add on a stairway to allow
maximum usable space in the main area.
Beyond that, the garden appears to be low resistance, although there are some higher
resistance features at the far edge. These may be modern features relating to the
present house and garden.
The ground directly under the arch appears to be low resistance, and the hillside is
known to be wet from a number of springs which break out along here. That may
7

account for the for the diagonal light area emanating from the south of the lawn just
outside the structure.
The centre of the lawn is marked by a circular feature of high resistance
approximately 3 m in diameter. This could be a pedestal of some sort or even a
capped well. This will be discussed in the following section (3.2).
The high resistance at the far east of the lawn is just an area of stonework for ramping
up the drive to road level.
Figure 3.2 below shows the same plot superimposed on an aerial photograph in order
to show the layout of detected features with respect to the current buildings.

Figure 3.2. The plot of
resistance overlaid on the lawns
of the neighbouring houses.
Courtesy of Google Earth.

The roadside wall can be seen at the bottom of the photo, but here it is difficult to
distinguish between the mediaeval portion and the modern extension to it. The
difference can be seen more clearly in figure 3.3. Note, however, there is no obvious
sign of a turn to the northward in the wall.

Figure 3.3.
Break from
mediaeval to
modern wall in
neighbouring
garden. Photo
Rick Buettner.
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This would suggest a return wall would be under the shrubbery. The radar was unable
to detect a wall under the driveway, but multiple reflections suggested that there was
reinforcing metal under the surface.
The use of twin-probe resistance with 1 m probe separation should in theory allow a
deeper view into the soil. However, the device proved cumbersome in the restricted
area, and time was limited, so only area within the structure was surveyed thus. The
results are shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Twinprobe resistance with 1
m bar, just within the
structure.
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This shows less definition of the high resistance within the structure, and that is usual
with this measurement format, but it suggests greater depth of the footings along the
stub wall. The area directly under the arch appears to be devoid of stone again.

3.3

Resistivity Profiles

The profile across the lawn is shown in two versions below as figure 3.5, so that the
different scales can bring out different features. In both cases, the sharp drop over the
stub wall is evident. Note that absolute heights are quoted, but these are approximate,
and not tied to a bench mark. The profile followed the join of the grid squares, from
left to right as shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.5. Resistivity profiles across the garden. The upper plot has a finer scale than the lower
plot, so accentuates differing details.

The tapering nature of the profiles limits detail within the structure, but it can be seen
that there is a firmer floor than is found on the lawn below. It can be seen clearly that
there is deep-going masonry at 3 m, where the line crosses the stub wall. The lower
plot picks out the circular feature under the lawn, and shows it to be isolated and it is
unlikely to be a well, as there is no sign of a shaft under it. There does seem to be
some form of spread of the feature towards the stub wall, perhaps rubble,
The lawn itself is moist, but there is no sign of a water channel through it.
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The high resistance at 14 m is probably modern and is most likely related to the
current driveway.
The most prominent feature is centred on 10 m and is a section through the circular
feature noted in section 3.1. It had possibly been thought a capped well, but there is
no sign of a well shaft continuing below it. It has also been suggested that it might be
the base of a dove cot. This would be in a sensible position to be an ostentatious sign
of wealth just outside the house.
The line down parallel to the fence dividing the properties is shown below in figure
3.6. Again, absolute heights are shown, but these are not related to a bench mark and
should be regarded as approximate. The line is much longer but readings were all
taken at 0.5 m spacing, and three separate sets of data were concatenated.

Figure 3.6. Resistivity profile close to fence dividing properties.

The presence of floor structure is evident to 16 m, although even here, it is not
consistent but shows in places, possibly representing cross walls. Note that one of
these, at 6 m, appears to have been robbed out, leaving just the trench. The ground
slopes away at 16 m beyond the building, and incidentally into the flower beds. There
does appear to be a substantial wall at 22 m. It has very straight sides.
Equally intriguing are the features at depth. That at 16 m might be a conduit, but it is
over 1 m below the end of the structure.
The deep structure at 27 m may be a wall; its side is very straight (the curve on the
north side may be an artifice of the measurement), but it seems to be separate from
wall at 22 m. It is right down beside the present (18th century) building. The western
footings of this building are rough stone, not ashlar, at the bottom, to part way along
the wall. This could suggest that the present house was built over the footings of the
mediaeval building and the section is through a return wall.
Note that this wall is some 3.5 m lower than the archway. This could suggest an
undercroft under the mediaeval house. However, the archway appears to be close to
ground level. Otherwise, there would need to be steps down from the arch, which did
not show, and the buttresses would have to continue down much further, whereas they
appear to spring from near ground level. It is therefore unlikely that this is a full first
floor hall, even if there is an undercroft at the northern end.
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4

Comment and Conclusions

The mediaeval structure in Bathampton Lane consists of a gothic archway in a
buttressed stone wall some 2.5 m tall, which dropped in a couple of metres to a stub
wall which continues some 10 m further to the north. The top of the stub wall was at
the same level as the floor through the archway. The upper courses of the stub wall
are modern, but the lower courses look earlier. The stub wall lines up with the west
wall of Glebe Cottage, and the base of its west wall is of more primitive construction.
The north-western corner of the cottage, where this foundation terminates, would
appear to represent the north-eastern corner of the previous medieval building. To the
south of the archway, the mediaeval wall turned west for some seven metres, but there
was no further visible signs of this structure.
The form of the archway and buttress suggest that they are truly part of a mediaeval
structure, and not a Victoria reconstruction or an imitative folly.
Geophysical survey has added some extra detail, suggesting that the stub wall
continued to some depth and indicating that there was buried sub-structure.
The form, as shown in figure 4.1, is reminiscent of church architecture, but such styles
can also be found in high status domestic structures of that date.

Figure 4.1. Archway and north
buttress. Photograph:
Rick Buettner.
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However, the south wall does not show signs of turning to produce a wall for a roofed
structure in the neighbouring garden to the west. The survey was unable to probe the
ground immediately next to the south wall, and any west wall was likely to be under a
shrubbery, but there are signs of a wing extending under the lawn towards the north
end of the structure. It is possible this wing was the stairway connection the two
levels.
There are two mediaeval finials in the garden, now used as ornaments, but these do
appear to come from roof ends.
The best archaeological interpretation of these data is that there was a mediaeval
building here in Bathampton Lane. These is some problem in that there are no
historical data in support of this.
The name ‘Glebe Cottage’, which is near the earlier Rectory, suggests that this was
originally church land. The neighbouring garden is a recent development from part of
this glebe land. However, no record has been found of another church or chapel in this
part of the parish. The orientation is not compatible with this being an ecclesiastical
building, so it is unlikely to be a church or chapel.
The evidence to date indicates a significant medieval structure. Mike Chapman has
suggested that there are only a few candidates for people with the resources to afford
such a structure:
1. The Bishop. Although he did not reside at all in Bathampton, from 1232
onward he owned a large proportion of the land and provided the Court
Leet.
2. The Lords of Manor. The only ones to actually live in Bathampton were
Sir Hubert Husee through to his grandson Sir James Husee, roughly
between the 1250s and 1370s. The manorial centre (but not necessarily
their house) was almost certainly near the church.
3. The Prior of Bath. He established the Parsonage and Vicarage in
Bathampton when the rectory was granted to him by the Bishop in c.1308,
although we cannot be sure that the present Parsonage was on an original
site. The glebe land as presently known was presumably the same as
belonged to previous rectors.
Research of records at the Somerset Archive, Two Chartularies of the Priory of St
Peter at Bath and Kirby’s Quest indicate considerable activity in Hampton in the
14thcentury which might support the need for a substantial administrative structure or
residence in Hampton.
There are several references to the Husee family. There was a Hubert Husee who was
Lord of Hampton Manor and was knighted in the 1270s. Hubert had a son James
whose son James (junior) was knighted in about 1351-54. There are references to Sir
James Husee and his brother John both living in Hampton. James Husee is sometimes
referred to as Dom so it is assumed that he has a connection with the Benedictines.
There is also a reference in 1385 to James Husee giving a grant to found a chantry and
13

chaplain in Hampton. The Chanteries document mentions an annuity and livery being
awarded to James Husee of Hampton as a principal counsel of the priory. There are
several mentions of the lands he holds of the Priory and Convent in Hampton.
There is mention of an Oratory that the Hussee family had in Bathampton where after
the Black Death in 1348/1349 additional divine services could be conducted by the
vicar.
The Somerset Archives contains records from the Walker and Button Family and
Estate Papers, Coker Court. These make reference to considerable financial activity of
James Husee of Hampton. He was obviously a man of wealth. There are mentions of
various leases between the period of 1339 through to 1356. The leases of lands cover
areas outside Bathampton including, Marshfield, Batheaston, Schokerwyke,
Comerwelle, Collerne and Inglishcombe. All of these refer to James Husee of
Hampton so it could be assumed that he resided in Bathampton and would have had a
residence of substance. There is reference that in 1348 James was given permission to
install a conduit of water from Cold Spring on Hampton Down “as far as the house of
said James in Hampton”.
It seems possible that the archway structure could have been the residence of either
James or John Husee. There are more detailed records to be researched at the
Somerset Archives which might clarify this option.
Although there are good arguments for this being the house of the Husee family, there
is still an equal possibility that this structure could relate to the Priors of Bath from
1308 onwards, especially in the reference in 1317 to the requirement for a vicar
appointed, to have a competent dwelling-house, with all the small tithes, oblations,
altarage of the church, and a yearly stipend of twenty shillings from the Monastery.
The building is most likely domestic in nature, even if church property. Its alignment
is not correct for a church.
The round foundation which the Twin Probe Resistance identified in the garden
outside the archway entrance is particularly interesting. It is approximately 3 m in
diameter and suggestions are that it could be a well or possibly the foundations of a
dovecot. The survey did not indicate a water flow which would support a well
however the reference from 1348 of the conduit to bring water to the house of James
may have something to do with this structure.
Another possible explanation for the circular structure could be a foundation of a
dovecot. If the archway was part of a high status building it is possible that there was
a dovecot. Dovecots were highly valued in medieval times as a source of food,
feathers and manure. Only persons of high status were allowed to have a dovecot.
Typically they were placed outside the main entrance of the residence and were close
to a road so that passers by would be aware of the wealth and status of the resident.
The round foundation fits this pattern. There is a reference of a lease in 1349 by
James Husee of a meadow, dovecot and four acres of land in Batheaston to Henry de
Ford so there is evidence of dovecots in the area. An excavation of the round
foundation could shed some light on this structure.
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The evidence points to the archway being part of a substantial mediaeval house, most
likely 14th century in date. It appears to be single story with a wing, but possibly with
an undercroft at its northern end. It could relate to the Priors of Bath or to the Husee
family. Either an ecclaesiastical or a wealthy secular patron could be responsible for a
stone-built domestic structure of this type. The architectural style of the arch would
match either requirement and the dates overlap.
Carrying the story further would require targeted excavation to find what floors
survive within the house, and how deep the buttresses and stub wall continue, and the
nature of the return walls at the northern end. Excavation of the round foundation
might also help to identify its function, and also contribute to that of the archway.
Any finds may also give indication as to whether the structure was of ecclaesiastical
or secular ownership and possibly provide a narrower date range for its use.

15
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Appendix A

Grid Layout

The order in which grids were done with 0.5 m probe spacing is shown below in
figure A1.

Each grid was 10 m square, with readings every 0.25 m along lines 0.5 m apart,
giving 800 readings per full grid square. These grids measured with the TR meter laid
data down in parallel lines.
The RM meter was used with 1 m probe separation to repeat the area within the
structure, as grids 7 and 8 on a separate map, in the places indicated on this map as 1
and 3.
The cross-lawn profile started at the junction of grids 1, 3, 5 and 6 and continued
along the junction line between 1 and 3; and 2 and 4.
The along-fence profile started in grid 3 as far south as possible, about 1 m east of the
junction with grid 6 and continued north through grid 1 and beyond.
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Appendix B. Bathampton timeline
c.940

Land of Hamton (Hanton) granted to the Monastery of Bath

1086

Domesday Book. Hugh the Interpreter holds 3 hides, an Englishman called
Colgrim holds 2 hides, from the Church of Bath.

c.1198. Earliest mention of a Parson/Rector of Hampton (in Bath Chartulary).
c.1270 Hubert Husee, Lord of the manor of Bathampton, knighted.
1308

Rectory of Bathampton appropriated to Bath Monastery.

1317

Rectory of Bathampton confirmed to Bath Monastery. Vicar appointed to
have a competent dwelling-house, with all the small tithes, oblations,
altarage of the church, and a yearly stipend of twenty shillings from the
Monastery. (Glebe land and great tithes presumably managed by a bailiff.)

1336.

Vicar still dwelling outside Bathampton; The Monastery is licensed by the
Bishop ‘Considering the distance of the places and the hazards of the ways
between the said church and the place of habitation of the vicar, to construct
a house for the habitation of the vicar in the east part of the cemetery outside
the place accustomed for the procession’.

1348

James Husee has permission to install a conduit from Bathampton Down to
his house.

c.1351 James Husee knighted. James and John Hussee dwelling at Bathampton.
1385

James Husee founds charity with chaplain at Bathampton.

1533.

Lease by the Prior of Bath to Robert Fisher of Bathampton and wife
Margery and son William of the Parsonage of Bathampton together with the
Mansion for their lives. Rent £10.

1535.

Valor Ecclesiasticus of Henry VIII.
Value in rent of the farm of the rectory of Bathampton per annum - £10, less
stipend to the vicar, 71s.
Value of the vicarage p/a; in land, 3s.4d; small tithes, 46s.8d; oblations &c,
109s.5d, less 2s.6d p/a to the archdeacon of Bath for a synod.

1539.

Bath Monastery dissolved.

1542.

Rectory of Bathampton, formerly of Bath Priory, granted by the Crown to the
D&C of new Cathedral of Bristol.
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c.1556 Farm of the Rectory and site of the Parsonage and Glebe Lands leased to the
Fisher family for term of three lives. Rent: £10 p/a., less £3 stipend to the
vicar of Hampton.
1603.

Depositions-Bath and Wells. BATHAMPTON: Case of Tabor v. Powell.
Parson of Bathampton described as ‘a very poor man’.

1637.

Glebe Terrier of the houses and glebe lands belonging to the vicarage of
Bathampton, signed by the vicar and churchwardens:
One Mansion, dwelling house, with one other little house standing together
containing about three bays. Together with a garden plot annexed of about
twenty lugs.
Also the Churchyard wherein the Church stands, containing about half an acre
of ground.
This is all, and no more.

1663.

Vicar of Bathampton moves residence to Bathford to serve both parishes.

1743.

Ralph Allen map of Bathampton. Glebe lands and Parsonage (about 43 acres)
still on lease to the Fisher family. No building shown on the east side of the
church. Two buildings shown on or near the site of the medieval doorway in
the Parsonage grounds.

1771.

Deposited Plan of intended K&A Canal. Large range of buildings shown on
the site of the medieval doorway.

1845.

Tithe Map. Open ground shown in front of Glebe Cottage, on site of
medieval doorway,

1885.

Boundary shown between Glebe Cottage and medieval doorway, with
separate garden on the west side.

1962.

Roman Coffin discovered at Glebe Cottage, location unknown.
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